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GREATER THAN OR 

LESS THAN OR 

EQUAL TO
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We are going to learn about greater and smaller.

Here is the picture of Ragu and his dad.

Let’s see who got the biggest hand.

From the above, we can say that

Ragu’s dad hand is bigger than Ragu’s hand.

Ragu’s hand is smaller than Ragu’s dad hand.

This is  Ragu’s 
dad hand

This is  Ragu’s 
hand.
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Here is the 2 different trees, Let us find which is the largest one.

Tree 2 is the biggest one when compared to Tree 1.

Tree 2 is taller than Tree 1.

Tree1 is smaller than Tree 2.

Tree 1 Tree 2
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Here is the 2 different plants, Let us find which has less leaves.

Plant 1 has 6 leaves.

Plant 1 has more leaves than plant 2.

Plant 2 has less leaves than plant 1.

Plant 2 has 3 leaves.

6 leaves  means 6 ones.

3 leaves means 3 ones.

Plant 1 Plant 2

6 is greater than 3

3 is less than 6
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Find which nest has less eggs.

Nest 1 has less eggs than nest 2.

Nest 2 has more eggs than nest 1.

4 Eggs means 4 ones.

5 Eggs means 5 ones.

Nest 1 Nest 2

It has 4 eggs. It has 5 eggs.

4 is less than 5

5 is greater than 4
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Ram and Renu are brother and sister. They went to garden 

and picked fruits. Let’s see who picked more fruits?

Ram Renu

Ram picked 14 strawberries.

Renu picked 14 mangoes.

Both Ram and Renu picked 14 fruits. 

They picked equal number of fruits. 

14 fruits ---> 14 ones.

14 equals to 14
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Let us find who got more balloons.

Meera Jenny MayaRiyaNick

➢ Meera 3 balloons

➢ Nick 4 balloons

➢ Jenny 7 balloons

➢ Riya 5 balloons

➢ Maya 6 balloons

• Meera              has less balloons than maya. 

• Nick             has more balloons than Meera. 

• Jenny              has more balloons than Riya. 

• Riya               has less balloons than Jenny. 

• Maya             has more balloons than nick. 
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Name Math marks

Arjun 90

Nila 96

Leela 95

Aakash 100

Lidiya 90

This is the list of math marks. Let us compare the marks.

➢ Arjun(90) has less marks than Nila(96).

➢ Leela(95) has less marks than Aakash(100).

➢ Aakash(100) has more marks than Lidiya(90).

➢ Nila has(96) more marks than Arjun(90).

➢ Lidiya(90) has less marks than 
Leela(95).

➢ Aakash(100) has more marks than Nila(96).

➢ Arjun(90) has equal marks to Lidiya(90).

➢ Nila(96) has less marks than Aakash(100).
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